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Reading Exercise P.1

Class: 6___ Name: __________________( ) Date:___________________
Tommy is reading a news article about a young writer.

A. Choose the best answers.
1. The best title for Marcus’ short story is _________.

A. How to Take Care of Dogs C. A Lonely Neighbour
B. Human and Canine Love D. Write Better for the Future

2. The word ‘exhilarating’ in line 16 means __________.
A. boring C. upsetting
B. exciting D. moderate

Hong Kong Teenage Post 4th April, 2020

Young writer wins international award
Jeff Chan, Hong Kong

Marcus Liu, 13, has won one of the top awards in the “Write Better” competition.
Marcus’ short story about a blind man and his dog was inspired by his
neighbour.

‘The story is about Mr Wong and Tak Tak. I see them almost every day. Tak Tak
guides the way for Mr Wong every time I meet them. I can feel the great bond 5
between them,’ said Marcus. ‘I was shocked to hear that I had won. I can’t wait
to collect the prize with my mum in England next month. This has encouraged
me a lot and I want to take this further by making it my future career.’

The ‘Write Better’ competition is opened to young writers between the ages of
8 and 16 around the world. Writers need to submit their poetry or short story 10
entries on the Net and each piece is judged by a team of professional writers.
The winners are rewarded with a certificate, a trophy and cash coupons for
books.

Organiser of the competition, Oliver Anderson, said, ‘We have seen great
talents around the world. The standard of their writing has improved a lot. The 15
stories are exhilarating, creative, clear and inspiring. Four of the six winning
entries were from Asia.’ The competition is held annually around January.
Interested parties can visit www.writebettercomp.com for more details.

http://www.writebettercomp.com/
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3. Which of the following about the competition is TRUE?
A. The competition is opened to teenagers between 13 and 19.
B. Winners of the competition can get buffet coupons.
C. Marcus will get the award with his mum in May.
D. Olivia Anderson is a judge of the competition.

4. Marcus’ story is about __________________.
A. his teacher and classmates C. his neighbour and his pet
B. his mother D. his reader

5. What is Tak Tak’s duty?
A. guides the way for Marcus C. encourages Marcus to write more
B. guides the way for Mr Wong D. judges the young writer’s work

6. Where will the prize-giving ceremony take place?
A. in Hong Kong C. in the USA
B. in Britain D. in Singapore

7. What should the winners get in the competition?
A. a certificate C. cash coupons
B. a trophy D. all of the above

8. Where do most of the winners come from?
A. England C. Asia
B. Hong Kong D. America

9. If you want to join the international writing competition, what can you do?
A. submit your work as more as possible
B. visit the website: www.writebettercomp.com
C. contact with Jeff Chan for more information
D. submit your work before 30th April, 2020
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B. Fill in the blanks with the following word(s). Change the form of the
words if it is necessary.

international (adj) awards (n) blind (adj) inspire (v)
bond (n) career (n) submit (v) judge (v)
talent (n) exhilarating (adj) annually (adv)

1. The Olympic games is an important _______________ sports competition with
more than 200 nations participating.

2. I don’t know how to explain colour to a _______________ person.

3. The writer loved to ______________ others with his uplifting poems.

4. Ken is hoping for a ______________ in Hong Kong Fire Services Department.

5. Parasite is a 2019 Korean film that has won several ________________ at
Academy Awards.

6. If you want to join the drawing competition, you should _________________
your application with your work on or before 31st May.

7. Amy is proud that both her children have a ________________ for music.

8. The new roller coaster ride lasts ten minutes and is an _________________
amusement.

9. Florence Ip is a famous poet. She has been asked to ________________ the
children’s poetry competition.


